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The removal ef;ic;ency of anyone operation therefore, depends not only 
O~ the effectiveness in removing ~aterialS from ne or more of the three 
states, but the fraction of the total contaminat on in each of the particular 
5tates~ Unfortunately, the range of uncertainties with respect to the disper
sdl of the contaminants throughout the reservoir makes it impossible to accu
rately predict the distribution among the three states. However. based on the 
presumption of atmosphe'ric transport, it is likely that there would be fewer of 
the heavier particles which would settle out. We assurr~ that ten percent of 
the radionuciides wiii settle to the bottom. 25 percent wili remain as Sus
pended solids, and 65 percent will be in solution. 

Operations routinely used to treat the water supply may also be effective 
against radioactive contamination with little or no additional treatment 
costs. These procedures include flocculation in which suspended solids and 
SolTE dissolved materials are caused to precipitate out. Aluminum hydroxide is 
used in rr-~nic;pal water treatment systems as a flocculent. In addition, fil
tration can remove suspended solids. 

Below, we cons i der several different operations for decontaminating a 
reservoir. 

A.2.1.1 Drain 

The simplest operation for decontaminating a reservoir is to release the 
contaminated water to the downstream watercourse. Whether this operation can 
be used, however, depends largely on the nature of the watercourse j as dis
cussed above. If the water released is diluted sufficiently with other water 
sou rces! or ; f the expected damage fram the' cqntami nated water i So low, then 
draining the reservoir may be the preferred alternative. Another consideration 
is the availability of alternative water suppl;.es. In many situations, substi
tute water sources may be less costly than removing the contaminants from the 
water. 

The estimated cost of draining the reservoir does not include the cost of 
a 1 tern ate water supp 1 i es. There are two corrfpbnents to the cost of d ra i 'ni ng a 
reservoi r. The fi rst has to do ~ith drafniri~> of the reservo; r. According to 
source at the city of Seattle. Washington Wa~er Department, this cost would be 
negligible since the procedure slimply in~;?r~;e~,9pening the outflow va1ue- or 
turning on a pump or siphon system. A nom;na~ • labor charge of $O.OOOllm2 is 
assumed to account fer periodic i'nspection o~f frfe draining procedure. 

The second cost component is the dama~~ incurred downstream due to the 
release of the contaminated wate~. Under~he,®podology being used here, 
these losses would ~ot be included in ~ecohtamfn~tion costs, but rather s~oul 
be associated with property value loss'e<s. 

In addition to removing a large portion or "tne contamination. 
reservoi r makes it poss i b 1 e to scrape up tij~<tontami nated sedi ment from the 
lake bottom. Under some circumstances it might be desirable to refill (or 
t'ially refill) and drain ttie iEservoli one or more times and then scrap'e 
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botto'n~ The intent would be to use the reservoir to settle out a portion of 
tht~ suspended contaminants washed down by natural precipitation. 

/1,.2.1.2 Scrdpe~ 

Scraping could be done following draining of the reserVOlr. (See Sec
tions A.l.l.S and A.l.3.3 for discussion of scraping cHid for the de""eloprnent of 
cost and faL~ estimates.) Here we assume that scraping the reservoir bottom 
wou I (I be the same as scrap! ng vacant 1 and. 

A.2.i.3 Dredge 

Contaminated sediment can De removed from the Dottom of the reservoir by 
dredging. A hydraulic dredge would De more effective than a clamshell or 
dragline dredge. Means' Building Construction Cost Data 1982 {po 2S1 provides 
information aDout such an operation. There are two components to the dredging 
operation. The first is mobilization and demobilization. The second is the 
dredging itself. 

Since reservoirs normally are not dredged, it is unlikely that dredging 
equipment wl11 be at or near the site .. Therefore~ the maximum mobilization
dernobilization costs are used here .. The labor requirements for mobi1ization 
include one outside foreman at $22.25 per hour, two building laborers at $19.40 
per hour each, two medium equipment operators at $24.95 per hour each, one 
oiler at $21.45 per hour_ and two heavy-truck drivers at $19.75 per hour 
each. The total hourly labor cost co~~s to $171.90. 

lne equipment requirea lnCluaes o~r 25-ton hydrdullc crane at $50.58 per 
hour, one front-end loader at $72.46 per hour, and two heavy dump trucks at 
$35.72 per hour each. The total heavy equipment cost is $194.48. 

The listed production rate for the maximum dredging mobilization
demobilization cost implies that a total or ten days or 80 hours would De 
required for mobilization and demobilization, excluding an allowance for the 
one-hour-per-shift adjustment. Applying this adjustment, the total labor and 
equipment mobilization-demobilization cost comes to: 

Labor: $171.90/hr x 80 hr x 8/7 adj = $15,715 

Equipment: $194.48 x 80 hr x 8/7 adj $17,781 

The calcu1ation of the costs on a dollars··per-sq-meter basis is done later. 

The labor involved in dredging includes one out~de foreman at $22.25 per 
hour, two building laborers at $19.50 per hour each, one equipment (crane) 
operator at $25.62 per hour. one jight equipment operator at $23.70 per hour, 
and one oi ler at $21.45 per hour. The totdl hourly labor cost is $131.82. 
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The equipment lIsted by Means includes a 25-ton crawler crane at $50.74 
per nour, a centrifugal water pump at $7.85 per nour, a sIx-inch suction hose 
at $1.79 per hour, and 1000 feet of six-inch dIscharge nose at 334.10 per 
hour. The hourly equipment cost totals to $94.49. 

ThE' 
per day. 
sq yards 

m~ximum cost production rate for dredging is listed as 310 cubic yards 
Assuming a dredging depth of six inches, the co~erage is equal to six 

per rubic yard. 

There are ~arious ways to add In the mobilization-demobilization costs and 
to calculate costs per sq meter, but all require some arbitrary assumptions. 
One approach is to assume the reservoir size. The cost per sq meter and the 
implied coverage rate can be calculated to allQcate the cost of mobilization
demobilization over the time necessary to dredge an area the size of the whole 
reservoir. The problem with this approach is that basing these calculations on 
anything other than an exceptionally small reservoir results in an unreasonably 
long time until job comp1etion. For examp1e, a seo;en sq mile reservoir would 
take over 40 years to dredge at Oiie shift per ddia 

The approach taken here is to assume that enough dredges would b~ e«~loyed 
so that the Job would be completed in about one year. To accomplis h this with 
the one-hour-per-shift adjustment implies that the total coverage would be 
accomplished in about 7(8 of a year if the adjustment were not required. This 
a rea is: 

x 6 yd 2/yd 3 x 45.5 wk x 5 day/wk ; 423,150 yd 2. 

Convertlng to sq meters gives~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

423,150 yd' x 0.8361 mLjyd L ; 353,796 m'. 

Adding the time for mobilization-demobilization, we obtain 

(45.5 wk x 40 hr/wk + 80 hr) x Sf7 adj ; 2171 hr. 

Therefore, tne overall rate is: 

423.150 yd2 x 0.8361 m2/yd2 • 2171 hrs ; 163 m2/hr • 
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The 1 aoor and equi pment costs of mobil i zat i on-demobil i zat i on per sq meter 
can De calculated DY dividing the total costs by the total coverage. 

Labor: $15,716 ~u- Onl 2 
353,796 m2 = ~ • ~ m 

Equ i prirent: $17,781 = SO.05/m2 
353,796 m2 

The dreaglng costs are similarly calculated on the basis of totals. The 
total labor cost is: 

$131.82/hr x 45.5 wk x 40 hr/wk x 8(7 adj = $274,185 

The total equipment cost is: 

$94.49/hr x 45.5 wk x 40 hr/wk x 817 adj = $196,539 

The cost on a dol1ars~p2r-sq-met2r basis are; 

Labor: $274~185 = 

353,796 m2 

Equipment: $196,539, = $O.56/m2 
353,796 m-

Table A.2.l.l summarizes these results and provides total costs per sq 
meter. 

TABLE A.2.LL Summary of Dredging Cost Data 

Mobilization-Demobilization 
Dredging 

Total 163 
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A.Z.l.4 ion Exchange 

Ion exchange is a process that can remove ionic solubilized contaminants 
from the water. The procedure involves passing the water thrOugh a bed or 
column of cation exchange resin and one of anion exchange resin. Alterna
tively, some systems use a mixed bed of ion exchange resins. As water passes 
through the system, hydrogen ions on the cation exchange resin are exchanged 
for cations Tn the water, and hydroxide ions on the anion exchange resin are 
exchanged for anions in the water. The hydrogen and hydroxide ions react with 
each other to produce an effluent of pure water. 

At some point the resins become saturated with the captured ions and lose 
their effectiveness. When this happens the resins can be replaced or 
regenerated by chemical treatment. The regeneration process produces a liquid 
waste with relatively high levels of (radioactive and/or nonradioactive) ions. 

The effectiveness of this systems depends on the degree of contact or 
exposure of the water to the resins .. Longer columns dnd smaller resin beads 
increase the removal efficiency, but reduce flow rates. In addition, most 
resin exchange systems are nonselective as to the ions removed. Inerefore, 
water wi th a hi gh content of sa I ts wi! I requi re more frequent res in 
regenerat ion. 

Ion eXChange systems are one of the few ways of removing (some) dissolved 
contaminants; the procedure is also quite expensive. The high cost of the ion 
exchange method has resulted in relatively few systems with the high volume 
capacity that would be necessary for treating reservoir outflow. 

Two commercial sources of ion exchange systems were contacted for informa
tion. Aqllanetic5, Inc., in Seattle, Washington is also the local outlet for 
Culligan Water Service~ The representative for Aquanetics estimated that for 
reservoir water with higher-than-average dissolv,ed minerals lI say about 250 ppm;. 
the cost of ion exchange treatment wou1d range from about $0 .. 06 per gal with 
resin regeneration to $0 .. 30 per gal with single. use of the resin. Resins are 
good for about five usc cycles. Further, witn resin regeneration there is a 
production of waste water in the amount of about one gal of waste to every 
100 gal of processed water. 

Crowley Environmental Services In Seattle, Washington provided more 
detailed information. According to this source, minimum average cost is 
acmeved WHn a plant with a 1000 gpm caP<1:city. For greater output rates, 
additional plants would be buiit. Such piants are highly automated and use a 
cant i nuaus resi n regenerat i on system. Accardi ng to one sou rce, the removal 
efficiency couid be as high as 99 percent. 

For a 10,000 gpm capaCity, a total of $75 to $110 million dollars would 
requi red for plant design and construction. Operation of the plant would 
require four operators on duty at all times. In addition, there would be 
supervisory and maintenance personnel. Materials, specifically resins, would 
cost about $0.01 per gal. 
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Assuming a plant operating life 
roughly 20 million dollars per year. 
5.2'>6 x lO9 gal. The equipment cost 

of five years, equipment costs would be 
At 10,000 gpm the yearly output wQuld be 

would be $0.0033 per gal. 

Assuming a labor cost of $30 per hour and an average of six employees on 
duty at all times, the hourly lahor cost would be S180. Since the hourly 
output 15 600,000 gal, the cost for ~abor would be $0.0003 per gal. 

It is necessary to convert these costs to a cost per m2 of reservoir 
area. This cail be done by assuming an average reser-voir deptt, of 15 ft. Thus, 
ed~h sq,meter ?f, re~~:v~!r dr~d re~re~e~ts ? .~e3tai~ volume ?!,~dte:~ ?Th~s 
vOlume 15 equal t~ !Ol~'10 cu ft. Ht I.":> ga~{Tt , tnere are 1<:11 gal/m- or 
reserVOir area. Iheretore, the costs per m~ are: 

Labor: $O.003/gal x 1211 gal/m2 

Equipment: SO.0038/gal x 1211 gal/mZ = S4.60/m2 

Materials: $O.Ol/gal x 1211 gal 1m2 = $12.11/m2 

The total cost per m2 is $17.07 .. 

At 10,000 gpm the coverage rate is: 

10,000 gal/min x 60 min/hr ~ 121! gal 1m2 = 495 m2/hr. 

STRUCTURES 

Roofs 

The techniques for decontaminating roofs include vacuuming, low-pressure 
water flushing, high-pressure water flushing, sandblasting, foam, strippable 
coating, and removal and replacement. Since most of these procedures are not 
performed on a regular commercial basis, the estimates pertaining to them are 
not a~ strong as they otherwise would be. 

Roofs vary considerably with respect to height, slope, construction mate
rial, presence or absence of rain gutters, and area. The types of roofs and 
their setting considered here are usually residential roofs one to two stories 
high with a slight pitch. Other roof types are also explicitly considered. 
Note that height may not translate directly b:' 1ifficulty. Higher roofs are 
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'lenerdlly bui It with accommodation for access, either insl~e or outside the 
structure. Such roofs may also have fire mains and other features conveniently 
1 rJ[dted. 

A.J.t.1 Vacuuminq 

Vacuuming has the advantage of removing radioactive particles without 
causing extensive damage to the surface and without creating a new problem such 
as a large volume of contaminated water. Two cOlT1lT1ercial sources, out of 
~el/erdl contacted, responded that they do vacuum or would vacuum roofs .. 

~~erican Maintenance Systems in Seattle, WaShington performs custodial 
dutieS on a contract basis. They said that although they do not regu1arly 
vacuum ioofs, they could and would if hired to do so. The method would be to 
supply a worker with an aluminum extension ladder and a portable vacuum of the 
sor-t thdt can be strapped on the back. This equi ptTlent costs about $200. In 
some cases, the worker may ae provided with a canister vacuum with 100 feet of 
hose. This vacuum could cost from $100 to $500. in general, this procedure 
has very low equipment requirements. If total initial capital cost per worker 
1S $600 and If the equipment is reasonably durable, then a charge of about 
$1.50 per hour for capital would De adequate. I'iguring labor at $17.45 per 
hour puts the total hourly cost at $18.95. 

This source estimates that a 1000 sq foot roof could be vacuumed in 
45 mi nutes. Addi nQ 15 mi nutes for movi nQ to the next roof oi ves an averaqe 
rate of 1000 sq feet per hour. With one-hour per every eight-hour shift set 
aside for equipment and personnel radiation decontamination, the estimated 
total coverage in one shift is 7000 sq feet. Converting to sq meters per 
shift-h~)ur;; we get an average production rate of 81 sq meters per hour. The 
dverage unit cost is: 

$18.9S/hr x 8 hr ? 
--~~~~~~~~~~~--~~ = $0.23/m" 
7000 ft~ x 0.093 m~/ft< 

Dower Master, Inc. in Portland, Oregon, operates large high-power IT10bile 
vacuums for contract jobs. This equipment is quite powerful and could be inap
propriate for use on some roofs. The rental of the machinery, including opera
tors, is $144.50 per hour. The company is occasionally hired to vacuum 
roofs. Its charge for doing this is between $10 and $16 per 100 sq feet. 

Using the average Power Master charge for 100 sq feet avoids the necessity 
of adjusting for nonproductive time because this charge includes compensation 
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for periods without production. These occur because the company carries an 
inventory of extra equipment to handle load fluctuations, thus, the cost per 
una area is 

Power Master supplied no information on the rate of surface treatment. 

The Power Master cost comes to nearly ten times the American MaIntenance 
rJgure. This is, of course, directly related to the hea~y capital intensity 
with Power Master's big mobile vacuum. The cost estimates based on American 
Maintenance Systems data seem reasonable, and they are taken as a representa
tive estimate of the cost of vacuuming roofs. labor constitutes 92 percent of 
the costs of this operation, with the remaining eight percent going to 
equipment. 

A.3.1.2 Low-Pressure Water FlushinQ 

The simplest way to accomplish a low-pressure hosing of roofs is to equip 
each worker so engaged with two to four sections of garden hose, a spray nozzle 
and an aluminum extension lddder. The hose would be attached to the struc
ture's existing water mains and operated at standard water pressure. The time 
to hose a roof would be about the same or slightly faster than the time to 
vdcuum it. Here we assume 45 minutes per 1000 sq foot roof, plus 15 minutes to 
move to the next roof. With seven hours productive work in an eight-hour 
shift, 7000 sq feet or 651 sq meterS of roof will haVe been treated. The 
average hourly production will be 81 sq ITleters. 

For this procedure, each worker would De equipped with relatively little 
capltai. Moses, laaaer, ana so forth wouia amount to not more than $200. As a 
rough approximation, we can budget ane dollar per hour for capital, bringing 
total hourly costs to $18.45. Adjusting for one hour per shift for radiation 
control, the unit cost is $0.23 per sq meter. labor comprises 95 percent of 
the costs and equipment five percent. 

While this method has good removal efficiency with respect to its cost, 
the resultinQ contaminated water could pose a problem. DependinQ on the condi
tions, it may be acceptable to allow the water" to percolate into-the soil, or 
it may be sufficient to direct the runoff into the storm sewers. In more 
severe instances i it may be necessary to collect the water using rain gutters 
dnd drain spouts, or it may be unwise to use water at all. 

A.3.1.3 High~Pressure Water 

Water at pressures in the iange of 80 to 120 pounds per sq inch provide 
good scouring to remove embedded radioactive particles. However. this pressure 
is high enough so that it would be possible to cause damage to some roofs. 
Hosing upward agaiJist the lay of shingles could rip them off. For this reason 
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it is generally necessary to direct the stream of water down on the roof. In 
most cases this require~ someone to be on or above the roof. 

A relatively slmple method to accomplish this task is to use a method 
Sl!nl1df to that described for low-pressure hosing of roofs. The basic equip
Plent 15 dginn hoses, but this time fire hoses capable of delivering water to 
the nOllle at sufficiently high pressure are used. However, in this case the 
wP1Jht, rigldity, dnd hack pressLlre on the hose make it unwieldy enough so that 
two or three people per hose would be required. 

Some ddta on the prOductivity of hosing roofs has been com~iled from 
actual experience. The Administrative Services Manager of Spokane Community 
College in Spokane, Washington, directed the cleanup of the campus following 
the i980 eruption of Mount St. Helens. That catastrophic event covered all 
exterlor surfdces Wltn a layer of volcanic ash. Roofs were cieaned by fire
hosing, They found that the average productivity was 7500 sq feet per 
mdn-hour. However, this rate was achieved on large, institutional-sized 
buildings. Not so much time was spent shifting from one roof to another and 
shifting from one hydrant to another. Further, the data on decontamination 
efficiency do not indicate the amount of water necessary to achieve the stated 
removal perce~tages. In general. one would expect that- in termS of actual 
hosing tlme, high-pressure hosing would take no longer dnd might be somewhat 
faster thdn low-pressure hosing. On the other hand, moving from one roof to 
another may take somewhat longer, even with the extra manpower, due to the 
welght dnd stiffness of the hose as well as the wider spacing of hydrants. 

On the basis of these considerations, we estimate a rate almost identicdl 
with that far low ~ pre$sure hosing: 40 minutes for a 1000 sq foot roof and 20 
minutes to move from roof to roof. The production in an eight-hour shift would 
be 7000 sq feet after including time far equipment and personnel radiation 
protection Rleasures. Again, the average coverage per hour would be 
8i sq meters. 

The costs would inclUde those for labor and for equipment. Here we assume 
three-man crews, giving a labor cost of $58.35 per nour. In addition, there 
dre the costs for a ladder and hose. The length of hose necessary depends on 
the spacing of the hydrants. If hydrants are placed every other block, then 
they will be somewhat more than 600 feet apart. This suggests that hOSing 
crews should have sufficient hose to cover everything in a radius of more than 
300 feet. We estimate that 500 feet of 1-1/2-inch hose, ten sections of 
50 feet each, should be enough for the average crew. Referring to the costs in 
Table A.I.S.3.1, we see that the hose sections, with couplings, cost $550 in 
constant 1982 dollars. With nOlzle and other miscellaneous fire equipment, the 
cost c.omes to about $600. With the ladder j the total is about $675. 

According to the source at Yakima COr!1rr!! .. mity College, the hoses wore out 
dfter two weeKS of continual use. It is not c1ear if that equipment was in 
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gOOd shdpe to begin with or if the usage to which it was put was especially 
harn or easy. Takinq the wear factor into consideration, we estimate equipment 
(O~t~ dt $2~OO per hour~ 

rotd1 costs 7 Ulen. dre $60.35 per houri or $0.74 per sq meter. Labor, of 
("'lIJ"'5\':,'. accounts for nearly all of this cost--97 perc.ent. Equi pment makes up 
tIle remaining three percent. 

In the event that high-pressure water mains are not available, a pumper 
truck would be nece~sary to operate the required water pressure. Referring to 
the additional cost ttlat this equipment entailed for high-pressure hosing of 
pavement. we est imate that the i ncredse in cost for hosi ng roofs would be about 
$1.60 per sq meter. This figure is based on the houriy cost of the pumper at 
5130 dlvlded by the coverage rate of 81 sq meters per hour. 

Other options for high-pressure hosing of roofs inclUde uSing fire depart
ment lddder truck~ or mobile man lifts. This equipment would not reduce labor 
costs but would substantially increase hourly equipment costs. Further, actual 
hos1ng time would not be substantially reduced.· Therefore, lf there is to be a 
yain by using such equipment, it would have to come from reducing the time it 
takE'S to move from one roof to the next, from a hlgh premium on quick decon
tomlndtion of roofs, or frOm increased safety to workers. 

The abrasive action of either wet or dry sandblasting can be very effec 
tiv€' in removing embedded radioactive partlcles. HOWeVer, two factors can 
severely limit this effectiveness. The first of these has to do with the mate
rial being blasted. 8lasting tar or composition surfaces can actually drive 
,ome of the contamination into the material. This becomes more likely at 
higher temperatures. The second limitation is that both wet and dry sandblast
ing tend to spread the radiation to other surfaces. With wet blasting there is 
the probi~n of contaminated water and sand. With dry blastlng the resultant 
~ust wl1 1 contam1nate other surfaces and recontaminate surfaces just cleaned. 

A possible solution to this is vacuum blasting. The dry sandblasting 
nozzle is surrounded by a cone which is attached to a vacuum. The result is 
that the dust and sand created by the blasting is immediately vacuumed away. 
The drawbaCk 1S that the vacuum greatly weakens the blasting action and the 
amount of blasted sand has to be reduced. Vacuum blasters cover a strip about 
0.75 inches wide. Daily coverage of 40 to 50 sq feet per day is considered 
quite good. The result is that it is generally less costly to replace the roof 
than to vacuum blast it. This and the following information ceme from 
01iver B. Cannon & Son of Richland t WaShington. This firm has experience at 
the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in sandblasting for radiation cleanup. 

The basic equipment required for ordinary dry sandblasting includeS a 
truck with an air pump with a capacity of 185 to 200 cubic feet of air per 
Ilii nutf' 7 a two fll.inured pound pot of sand t two IOO-foot hoses wi th nozzl es t iind 
miscellaneous equipment inCluding hoods and so forth for the two-man crew. 
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Normal ddi ly production when done on a continuous basis is 2000 5q feet in 
eight hours. If the average roof is about 1000 sq feet in area, and it takes 
tV minutes to shift from one roof to the next, then it will take d total of 
eight hours and 40 minutes to blast 2000 sq feet. Converting to sq meters per 
hour dnd adjusting for one hour per shift for radiation control measures tnis 
operdtlon can be done as follows: 

.,. 'l'l ') 

2000 ftO + 8.67 hr x 0.0929 mL/ftL x 718 adj = 19 mL/hr 

The cost for dry bl asting runs about $0.20 to $0.30 pei sq foot fOi light 
application. Using a figure of $0.35 per sq foot for a heavier application, 
and adjusting the cost upward to account for one hour per shift for radiation 
control measures, we get a cost of $0.40 per sq foot, which equals $4.30 per 
sq meter. Wet biasting costs 10 to 15 percent more than dry blasting. Using 
an average 12.5 percent increase, the cost per sq meter for wet blasting is 
$4.B4 per sq meter. Neither of these cost figures includes any allowance for 
dust control or water treatment. 

The wet blast cost is taken as r2presentative since this method is more 
likely to be used. Blasting from the top down on a sloped roof will leave the 
roof decontaminated, and the water and sand by-product can be left on the 
ground to allow the radiation to leach into the sailor may be picked up by 
another method. 

The cost shares are approximated in the following way .. The cost per shift 
for sandblasting varies from about $400 to $800 per shift depending on whether 
it is wet or dry blasting and depending on whether a light or more thorough 
coverage is achieved. Labor cost for the two workers ~'il1 be somewhat higher 
than the assumed base wage rate of $17.45 dUe to the special Equipment opera
ting skills required. If we assume a labor cost of $20 per worker, labor's 
share of the cost is somewhere in the r~nge of 40 to 80 percent. Ine i~tter 
figure seems more consistent with others derived, so it is taken as 
representative. Remaining costs are for equipment. 

A.3.1.5 Fixative 

like several other operations, application of a fixative involves spraying 
the surface with some chemical mixture using paint spraying or similar equip
ment. Fixatives and their characteristics are explained in Section A.l.1.2. 
Of the fixatives discussed, Compound SP-301 appears to be an appropriate choice 
for use on roofs. 

If it is not necessary to strictly confine the applied fixative to the 
roof surface, it can be applied with a device such as a hydroseeder. This is a 
mobile tank truck equipped to spray liquids to areas adjacent to roads. It is 
typically used by highway departments for seeding areas next to roads and for 
other liquid treatments of roadside surfaces. According to the Washington 
State Department of Transportation, a hydroseeder has the capability of cover
ing an acre per hour with the requirEd coating of 0.4 gallons per sq yard. 
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Thl S "orks out to d 32 gpm pump rate. A hydroseeder might be used to apply 
'ixdtive to foofs jf la"ns dfe to be coated "itn fixative and If building sides 
Me to De fepiaced. The estimated cost of appiication by this method, 
('xc i cdl ng the cost of the f1 xatlve, is 51.19 per sq meter, the same cost as 
dppiylng fixative to lawns. The calculations for this cost estimate are 
expidlned in Section ~.1.9.5. 

It is more 11kely, however, that a carefully confined application of fixa
tive wl11 be required. ThlS could be accomplished using mobile sprayers of the 
sort described for the appllcation of foam and strippable coating to roofs. 
~inor modi fications probably ,"'·Jld be necessary so that a nonaer-osal spray 
CQuld be used, though th1s should not nave any significant impact on the esti
mated costs of this method of application. Therefore, the estimated cost of 
$f).99 per sq meter for application is used in this case;. as well (see Section 
A.3.1.6). To this must be added the cost of the fixative which is calculated 
dt $0.23 per sq meter In Sectiun A.l.1.2. Thls brings the total cost of apply
ing fix.ati'.,'e to $1.22 per sq meter. Again" this. operation requires two workers 
dnd a 5pray truck with miscellaneous equipment sucn dS ladders, hoses. aid so 
forth. 

A.3.i.6 foam 

The baS1CS of 
t i on A.1. ') • 5. In 
1 ated as SQ,QS3. 
removal. 

foam decontamination technology are described in Sec-
that section, the cost per sq meter for chemicals is calcu
To this cost need to be added the costs of application and 

Mobile sprayers of the sort used for commercial lawn, shrub. and tree 
spraying or paint sprayers appear to have the capability to apply decontamina-
tion foam. A( '~ng to commercial lawn spraying services such as A.-Z Pest 
control in R' '1, Washington, and Roger's Spray and Tree Service in Seilttle, 
Washington;. ;,. rucks. have a capacity of around 300 gallons and the ability 
to deliver an de,"osol spray at the rate of 32 gpm. 

A-Z Pest Control l s normal charges are about $80 per hour far labor ~nd 
equipment.. With two workers per truck, equipment accounts for about $45, or 
56 percent of the tota1. HOWever, the source added that the hourly chaige 
would prObably be lower if they could operate on a continuous basis. There
fore, toi> figure should be adequate for any equipment mOdifications that mignt 
be requi red. 

Assuming 45 minutes per 1000 sq foot roof and 15 minutes to move from one 
roof to tne next, the average daily production during seven out of eight hours 
would be 7000 sq feet. This works out to Bl sq meters per hour. The cost of 
appl ication per sq meter', including labor is, then: 

$45/hr + $35/hr 

81 m2jhr 
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The cost of labor per sq 

'h~ ............... ~. equlpment as 111C" \..u:::.t.. OJ' 

meter is 

$35/ hr 
$O.43/m 

Z 
Q, ...,2'h .... u. '" , '" 

"....,,1 ... , 1 ... +- .......... similarly is I-OI\..UIO\..CU 

$45/hr = SO.56/m2 
81 m2/hr 

Removal of the foam would require a large- capacity vacuum. The solution 
here seems to be to fit a fairly long extension onto the hose intake of a 
mobile vacuumi zed street sweeper. We assume the same vacuumi ng product i on rate 
here as estimated for vacuuming ("oofs without foam - 81 54 meters per hour. As 
for the cost of this vacuuming, we first convert the representative total cost 
of mobile street vacuuming to a cost per hour. 

8777 m2/hr x $O.0043/m2 = $37.74/hr 

Then this amount is divided by the average hourly area vacuumed to give the 
cost per uni t area: 

$37.74ihr 2 
2 = $0.47/m 

81 m /hr 

To this we add the cost of an additional worker at $17.45 per hour: 

$17.45ihi 
81 m2/hr '" 

~ 

SO.215/m"-

To find the total cost of the foam treatment to roofs, we add the costs of 
the separate parts. This brings the total to $1.54 per sq meter. These data 
are summarized in Table A.3.1.S.1. 
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TABLE A.3.1.6.1. Summary of Cost and Productivity Data for Foam 
Decontamination of Roofs 

R~te 
~ 

Cost 11982 $/m~) 

Item (m!/hr) Total Labor Equipment Materi a 1 s 

Crlemi Cd 1 S 0.08 ~ ~n v.va 
i\ppi icat ion 81 0.99 0.43 0.56 
Removai 81 0.66 0.43 0.23 

Total 81 1.73 0.86 0.79 0.08 

A.3.1.7 Strippable Coating 

The essentials of strippable coating as a decontamination method are 
described in Section A.l.5.6. The cost for usinQ this techniaue on roofs is 
calculated much as the costs for foam decontamination are calculated in the 
previous section~ 

In Section A.l.5.6, the cost of the chemicals for strippable coating 1S 
estimated at $1.77 per sq meter. To this amount must be added the costs of 
application and removal. Again, a modified mobile landscape spray truck or 
paint spraying equipment, as is suggested fOi application of foam to ioofs, 
could be used for applying strippable coating as well. The pump and nozzle 
apparatus would have to be modified to produce d nonaerosol spray, but even 
wltrl these modifications a charge of $45 per hour for equipment should be ade
quate. With two workers the total cost of application would be $80 per hour 
and $0.99 per sq meter. 

The cost of removing the coating is hard to estimate without some data on 
that sort of operation. It is not clear if in pulling the coating uP. shingles 
would come loose. According to a source at Turco ?roducts. this material is 
very easy to remove and removal can be done quickly. but such a description 
must be tempered with the caveat that there is little or no experience in this 
operation. 

Removing the strippable coating from roofs would be basically a hand oper
ation. A worker would use a knife to make syfficient cuts in tne film so that 
it could be pulled off easily. The sheets of coating would be 
ground for later pickup and disposal. we assume two man~hours 
and move to the next one~~about twice as long as to vacuum it. 
estimate ten minutes of pickup-truck (or other small or medium 
roof to load the stri.pped coating which has been thiown on the 

thrown on the 
to strip a roof 

In addition, we 
truck.) t 1me per 
ground. 

USlng the base labor charge, the cost of labor per snift for stripping 
would be $140. To this we add the cost of incidental equipment such as kni fe 
and ladder. One dollar per hour would cover this. so the shift total for inci~ 
dental capitai would be $8 and the shift total for removing the coating would 
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tJe $148. Assuming 3.5 roofs, or 3500 sq feet, stripped per shift, the average 
hourly coverage is 41 sq meters. The unit cost is: 

Ai,nost al i of this cost--9S percent--is for labor. Oniy 5 percent is for 
equipment. 

Disposal of the removed strippable coating would be handled in two 
steps. PicKup trucks would collect the strippable coating from the sites where 
the coating was used and transport the material to a central collection point 
where larger trucKS would be loaded for hauling to the final disposal site. In 
this way. the more costly larger trUCKS could be used more effectively through 
quicker loading_ For strippable coating. it may be desi rable to use garbage 
trucks with hydraulic compression equipment to reduce the volume Qf material. 
If these trucks were used~ the pickup trucks would not be necessary_ 

The cost of a piCKUp is estimated from Means' Building Construction Cost 
Data for 1981. The monthly rental cost is listed at 5275. and the hourly 
operating cost is $3.94. Adding the cost of the driver and assuming 43 shifts 
per month, the cost per shift for the truck and driver is: 

$275/mo 
43 shifts/mo + ($3.94/hr + $17.45/hr) x 8 hr/shlft = $177.52/shift 

Assuming ten minutes of truck time per roof, the coverage during a shift is 
3,906 sq meters. The hourly average is 488. The cost per sq meter is: 

-=.$ ",1 7:...;7...:'.;;5.::.2/,-,s=-h.;..:i_f.:,.t = 

3906 m2/snift 

Labor comprises 79 percent of the cost of this suboperation. The costs of 
operation and ownership of the pickup truck make up the remaining 21 percent. 

The foregOing information is compiled in Table A.3.1.7.1. It is clear 
that Chemicals comprise a major part of the overall cost. One implication of 
this is that crude" bulk application techniques, such as hosing th~ roof with 
strippable coating from the ground, are probably not cost effective. While 
there would be savings in per-unit labor costs due to the faster rate of 
application, such a method would likely result in a significant increase in the 
overall amount of chemical solution required since a larger portion of it would 
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, .. ~-
, to t:'11i 

Chemicals 
Application 
Removal 
Pi ckljp 

Tota 1 

SI.JfM1ary Of Cost and Productivity Data for Decontamination of 
Roofs using Strippab1e Coating 

'~ate Cost ( lOA? (1m 2, 
~ ............ ~ ..,/ '" / 1_.2 ,a..._ \ T ........ , t _10. ..... _ Eguiement u .... __ ..: ... 1 .. 

\111 II'r ) IUL.OI t.,olJUr "Ia I.,. C' r I (l I .:. 

1.77 1.77 
81 0.99 0.43 0.56 
41 0.45 0.43 0.02 

4B8 0.05 0.04 0.01 
Al 3ir26 0.91 D.5R 1.77 

miss its target. Also, the inabi1ity to control thickness as accurately would 
piobably nEcessitate a higher aVerage volu"~ of coating solution per unit area 
to assure that mi fiimum thi ck.ness requi rements were I-net. 

The various steps eompnslng tnlS operatIon are comDlned such that the 
rate of eaen was equal to the most costiy. Here the most costly step is appli
cation with a rate of 81 sq meters per hour. Removai wouid require neariy two 
(Bl/41 " 1.98) removal crews per application crew. PiCKUP would require only 
B1/488 = 0.166 crew per application crew. 

A.3.1.B Remova 1 and Replacement 

The most effective technique for removing radioactive contaminants on 
roofs is, of cours~, to remove the whole roof and replace the roof surface with 
a new one. lit)wever, removal shoul d be preceded by fix; ng the contam; nat; Or! to 
the roof to prevent roof removal activities from inadvertently spreading radio
active partiCUlates on surrounding pavement and lawns (see Section A.3.1.5}. 

The costs of the actual removal and replacement are taken from Means' 
Buildin~ Construction Cost Data, t982. In addition, a source at the AT.€rican 
lilstitute 0, MrClIitects iii "aSlliiHJtorr, D.C., referred to t~eaiiS to get estimates 
fo'r rooi removal and replacement. This source lists the costs of removal for 
just one type of roof material, even though costs for installation of several 
roof types were given. For this reason the cost data reported here refer to 
five-piy. buiit-up tar and gravei construction. The major cost difference 
between this material and others is due to materials. Some other roof types, 
such as asphalt strip shingles, are general1y less expensive, while cedar 
shingle roofs cost about 50 percent more to install than five-ply, built-up 
roofs. 

The cost for removal is listed as $50 per 100 sq feet of roof. Labor 
comprises all of the cost, the crew consisting of one foreman and four building 
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1 dborer·s. Means gl yes the rate as 1600 sq feet per 
hour. This is equlvalent to 16 sq meters per hour, 
~,1j 1 clil ut i 005; 

or 200 ...I .... 
Utl.1 , 

as shown in 
sq feet 
these 

per 

At cOO sq feet per hour and $50 per 100 sq feet, the nouriy cost is S100. The 
cost per sq meter is then found by dividing the hourly cost by the hourly 
coverage. 

Again following Means. roof replacement requires a crew of one roofing 
foreman with an hourly billinq cost of $27.25. four roofers at $24.25. and two 
roofer helpers at $18-.30. The total hourly labor cost is $160.85. In addi
tion, miscellaneous I~quipment comes to $10.18 per hour. 

The total hourly cost is equal to the hourly rate (300 sq feet) times the 
cost per sq foot ($1.10): $330 per hour. Subtracting the labor and equipment 
costs from the total cost gives the hourly material cost at $158.97. 
Since the material cost is not subject to any productivity adjustments it can 
be converted direct'ly to a cost per sq meter in the following manner: 

The adjusted production rate is 

Dividing the hourly labor and equipment costs by the adjusted hourly coverage 
yields the labor CDst per sq meter ($6.<;7Q) and the eqlJi pment cost per sq meter 
($0.43) .. The total cost per sq meter' ($12~83) is found by adding the costs for 
the three lnput categories. 

Tabl€ A.3.1.8,1 summarizes the results of these calculations and shows the 
total cost for removal and replacement. As previously. the more costly proce
dure determines the overall rate. Therefore. 24/16 = 1.5 roof removal crews 
for every roof replacement crew would be required to maintain the Fate of 
24 sq meters per hour. 

A.3.2 E~terior Wood Wails 

Exterior painted wood walls are representative of the exterior surface of 
ttle large part of residential structures as well as many commercial buildings. 
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}ABLE A.~hl.8~1. Summary of Roof Remo~dl and Repl acement Cost Oatil. 
~ 

Rate Cost ( 1982 $/rn~ ) 
Pr()G~~lre (mZ/hr) Tata 1 La.bar Equipment Mater; ~hs :..t 

Roof Hemovai 16 5.25 6.25 
Roof Replacement 24 12.83 6.70 0.43 5.70 

Total 24 19.08 12.95 0.43 5.70 

A.3.2.1 Water Wash 

This operation involves hosing the 5urfac~.~ith water. The 
such a water wash operation are described in the)discussions of 
tions in Sections A .• l,5,2 and A,3,1.2. In thi7.~:ase no special. 
as pumps or special hoses to rais:eth~,~~,~~:«(,pjr,:j~',sure or special nni,~l 
reqLrlred. Walls would be hosed u'Sin~, ' w~tJ~r"'}GR;T':,~'existing mains 
Ttt€ 1 abor requi red would be one c,ommq)), lap,9,~~t",:V!,n:ose hourly bi 11 
estimated at $17.45 based on laboi cO~,ts" f~Q~',~,~"~,n5 publications. 
per hOUi should be adequate to CGVEi equipment, '~,() ·sts. 

The cost per unit area depends 01) th.1! C?'1.,~l'a.ge rate. 
rate of 100 sq feet in two minutes, oIJt in ~dqiti.on, about !U m;n"'l'.~.' ·'''' 
wouid be necessary for moving to new locatiqns,~Qd attaching the 
imp] ies a rate of 2500 sq feet per hour. C?riY~r:t;i ng to sq meters 
for one hour per shift for personnel and equipment decontami nat ion, 

2 22 _211 __ 
2500 ft /hr x 0.0929 m ift x 7/8 adj -:: 203 ru /fIT" 

input costs on a dollars-per-sq-meter basis are found by division, as 
fo i i OW5. 

Labor: 

Equi pment: 

$17.A5/hr : 

203 m2/hr 

2 $0.005/m 

The total cost is the sum of these two figures, $0.091 per sq meter. 

Wash and SCiub 

.,.. • ..1 ...I • 4: " .. "",_ ....... ' ........ ' __ -+ ......... __ ~ __ ._. __ ... ..:. 
I WO SOU ices prOvi ue'.. in I orma:l. i on,~~', ~u::)-t,.',:),;,~:I;'~ ,a. ... t:'~ I VI- "0.';)111 

tling walls. Northwest Janitorial Systems of S-eAttle, Washington, 
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Tr-le costs are listed as $22.55 per hour for dn ordlnary painter and $2~OO 
per huur for the spray equlpment. Dividing by the hourly coverage rate SHes 
$0. S'>5 per sq meter for labor and $0.049 per sq meter for equipment. Addi ng 
tnp cost of the fi xat i ye bri ng5 t.he total cost per sq meter to $0.834. 

A.3.2.4 Vacuum -----
Vacuuming as a decontamination technique is described elsewhere in this 

Appendix (see Sections A.LS.l and A.3.l.I). The primary source of data 
regarding the vacuuming of walls is American Building Maintenance of 
Seattle. Washinqton. This source advises that the hourly cost for vacuuminQ 
exterio~ walls ~Quld be $18.50 per hour with about $11.14 for labor. This
figure implies a cost of $7.36 per hour for equipment. However, this figure 
includes extra equipment such as a van or a pickup truck~ which is not 
~ecessary for this operaticn. The equipment cost for the vacuum and associa •• ~~·" 
equ'ipment is estimated at $1.50 per hour. 

The hourly coverage rate is between BOO and 
an adjusted 69 sq meters per hour. Dividing the 
hour1y coverage rate yields costs per 5q iTlE:ter: 
equipment. The total is $0.18 per sq meter. 

A.3.2.5 Hydrobiast 

900 sq fEet. This converts 
hourly cost figures by the 
$0.15 for labor~ $0.02 for 

Hydroolasting uses a high-pressure water jet to scour surfaces. Power 
Master, Inc. of Seattle, Washington, utilizes two types of hydroblasting eQlli~,~~ 
ment for contract hydrob 1 asting work. The type of equipment used depends 
the nature of the job and the surface. One ty.pe puts out 30 gallons per mi 
at a maximum of 10,000 to 20,000 pounds per sq inch. If the spray lance is 
kept moving, this will do minimal damage to the surface. However, there isa 
safety problem with this equipment. The considerable recoil on the lance 
it hard to hold, and the water jet Gould cut through a person. 

The other uni tis an u 1 t ra:.-hi gh.-pressur~ s,Ystem, gene rat i"9 a water 
to 55,000 pounds per sq inch. Howev~~r, .. sJ"'~~,,,qnly 1.9 gallons per minut-e 
expelled, there is little or no_ re,c,'oil, n-~~'i:'n,fr~the lance iT"Jt.ich ea-sier t~ 
trol. The lance can be operate'd with ,r,r~t~ati,'~g head that keeps th~ ~et 
around in a six-inch diameter circli~. this rt;~uces the risk of boring a 
through the surface being blasted and permits cleaning with a six-inch wi 
swath. 

Since eitner equipment 
surfaces such as wood, the 
sentative for hydrot>h.st;ng. 
operator. However, more 
horsepower truck-mounted 
hour per lance, up to a m>."~~ 
cost of $70 per hour 

pressures 
system are used 

;s $96 per hour, 
operated with each 

~'!rti~~;' :,:an add it i ona 1 charge 
lculations here are DdseiJr: 

wh,'ic,h' .is with two lances 


